
What is it?

Order 2 days training and receive a camera to 

intensify your knowledge. Also 3 and 4 day 

bundles available. 

New: also available as online training.

Note: The training dates doesn’t need to be subse-

quent. You could even attend to different trainings in 

a longer time period. So attend to one training now 

and sometimes later to another training of your 

choice.

Sets Training & Camera, Lens Order Numbers Price in €

Set 1 & Indoor camera p26B  
with D061 lens Mx-Seminar-Bundle-1 399 €

Set 2 & Indoor camera c26B  
with D016 lens Mx-Seminar-Bundle-2 399 €

Set 3 & Outdoor camera M26B 
with D061lens Mx-Seminar-Bundle-3 499 €

Set 4 & Outdoor camera M26B 
with D061lens Mx-Seminar-Bundle-4 599 €

Set 5 & Door station T25  
with BellRFID Mx-Seminar-Bundle-5 899 €

Set 6 & Indoor camera p26B  
with D061 lens Mx-Seminar-Bundle-6 399 €

Set 7 & Indoor camera c26B  
with D016 lens Mx-Seminar-Bundle-7 399 €

Training Camera Bundle 
Unbeatable offer: Get the MxCampus training and a camera together for an awesome price!

Get a  
MOBOTIX 

Camera 
and the 
Knowhow!



How does it work?
1. Select your personal camera bundle (Set 1, Set 2 etc…)

2. Order your bundle either over the MOBOTIX Website or by using this order sheet (send the filled in form to order@mobotix.com)

3. After placing your order you’ll receive the order number and the invoice.

4. Select the trainings you want to attend to (see Mx training calendar)

5. Register to the respective training by pressing the “attend” button. Fill in given order number into the respective field.   
This means this training is now allocated to your training bundle and will not be charged.

6. After payment you will receive your camera by shipment and you’ll receive written seat confirmation for the training.

Note: The training dates doesn’t need to be subsequent. You could even attend to different trainings in a longer time period. So attend to one 
training now and sometimes later to another training of your choice.

MOBOTIX Partner Information:

Company name  

Seminar Participant  

Contact  

Street  

City, ZIP code  

E-mail  

Tel.  

Terms And Conditions:

Products will be shipped from our factory in Langmeil, Germany. Prices do not include taxes and duties. Prices subject to change. Errors excepted.  

   
Date Name, signature Company stamp  

MOBOTIX partner

Bundle Order Qty. Price in €

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-1  399 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-2  399 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-3  499 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-4  599 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-5  899 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-6  399 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-7  399 €  

Total:  

Training Camera Bundle


